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ABSTRACT
How do colleges and universities adapt programs of

instruction to the changing times? In particular, do teachers receive

appropriate recognition from their inetitutions for their^leadership

in these matters? The central aim of National Project III,-a project

ot the Fund for the ImproNement of Postsecondary-Education, is to

elevate the imv:.'tance Of teaching, and credit 'should be given to

those teacherr to spend their-time, effort, and talents to bring

about constructiie changes in what and hew well students learn. This

report focuses ;b774se areas where teachers are in the center of,

things as instita:_Lon:J adapt to the changing times: curricular"

expansion (especially the external degree and experiential

°education); adapting. instruction to a diverse student body Aadult and

continuing education,.students, greater career orientation, and the

need for individual program planning); and new resources for teaching

(technology, cluster colleges and living/learning programs,
cross-disciplinary studies, individualized instruction, and

competency-based education). (Author/MSE)
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for Learning
Sears-Roebuck stands pat on some things but

changes others; the same is true of General Motors, the
Cincinnati Reds and the .Supreme Court. How about
Harvard? How do colleges and universities adapt
programs of instruction to the changing times? In par-

° titular, do leachers receive appropriate recognition
from their ',institutions for their leadership in these
matter's?. The central aim of National Project Ills to
eleyate the importance of teaching, and credit should
be 'given to thoseteachers who spend their time, effort
and talents to bring about constructive changes-in what
and how well students- leatn.

Whatever the source of the new ideas, teachers are
the ones to implement neW methods, new programs
and other educational rearrangements. But first they ask
the basic question: are we simply changing things or
actually strengthening the means .`cy ,which students
acquire worthwhile information, relevant skills and en-
during attitudes 'and values? Experienced, teachers
know that changing the process does not autdmatically
improve the product and are wary, for example, of
professional change agents. Faculties permanently
engage issue., of educational quality and academic
standards and are self-critical advocates for construc-,
tive changefor themselves, their peers and the-institu-
tion. Their analytical review is directed at a viide array of
affairs and this Criteria report can only sample their
contributions, We' have. Selected . three areas where
teachers are in the center of things as institutions adapt
to the changing' times: Curricular expansion, adapting
instruction to a diveiSe'student body, and making use of-
new resources for teach'ing.

Curricular
Expansion

Curricular changes are the product of many
presSures, but it can generally be assumed thatT in their
own classrooms, teachers are doing what needs to be
done to keep course contenf up to date and on target.
This priority attention to curricular substance shows the
concern 'of teachers about the educational product:,
how will students change and what will they carry away
frOm eath course of study? In a period of educational
evolution the Committee on the Curriculum is, indeed,
one of the more active agencies through ,whiCh the
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factilty guards academic standards. This emphasis on
subject matter content by college teachers is an impor-
tant dimension for evaluation within the reward structure
of the institution. It is probably more significant than is

the teacher's style of classroom presentation.
Two current,developtrnents inpostsecondary educa-

tion are forms of -curricular expansion in whith the
faculty has an important role with respect tothe quality
of educational impact on students.

External..Degree
One kind of curricular expansion is exemplified by

the external degree programlwhich stands in contrast to'
a residential college. The basic idea is to take the sub-
ject matter to the student; the' Empire State College
program in New York State is a good example. External
degree programs require excellent administrative
leadership; faculty members are also involved as
coUrse objectives are set, the sequence of topiCs is laid
oUt in a form allowing students to pursue the subject
alOne and/or in small groups, and the mastery criteria
(standards for testing and grading) are clearly marked

ut. It is neither easy nor comfortable for a teacher to
blueprint a course of study and to certify satisfactory
achievement by students when so many components of
instruction must be worked out "in Osentia."

Competence as a teacher in an external degree
program requires special skills as a counselor, planner
and evaluator. Students are given counseling
assistance on how, for example, they may.complete the
requirements for a_degree through course work at other
colleges, credit by examination or individual assess-
ment of off-campus experiences. The close and detail-
ed review by a teacher allows students to consolidate
their credits from various sources onto a single
transcript as a cumulative retold of educational
achievement.

Experiential Education
The idea of students receiving credit for learning out-

side the classroom is not really new, but this arrange-
ment is becoming formalized at a large number of
schools under different labels, for example, non-
traditional study, experiential learning, credit-by-
examination, community _service psograms and
cooperative education. Usually, faculty rnembei par-
ticipate as sponsors, coordinators, consultants, ad-
visors and occasionally as teachers. These open-
Curricular courses consider, problerns of interest' to a
significant proportion of students. Since students are
less territorial than tbe faculty with respect to curricular
realignments, these progIams frequently suggest.exten-
sions in the conventional pattern of departmental
offerings.
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January terms, winter sessions, interseSsions, Mat--
plans and the like -have served as "laboratories" in
which faculty and students can undertake the study of

new and ditferent subject matter in non-classroom set-
tings. At Bucknell, University, the January Term is now in

its sixth year and On the basis of this experience, faculty
and students haVe devised sernester-long programs for

credit for studies abroad,---London, Paris and Rome.
Perhaps the most popular single undergraduate

course at The University of Michigan is Project

OUTREACH, in which 700-800 students spend at least

one afternoon per week in one of 40-45 different agen-
cies in and around Ann Arbor. Students "bridge" text-
book and lecture information with the realities they ex-

perience in off-campus sites such as the juvenile court,
prisons, pre-schools, a senior citizens'° center, mental

health clinics, student residence halls, hospitals and so

on. A sirlilar program at Ohio Wesleyan University

allows stidents to design' an-"apprenticeship" program
in social service agencies, businesses, government,
unions and even .in political campaigns.

The faculty must be intimately involved in as-

tablishing the educational value of experiential
programs by monitoring (1) the quality of the supervl-
sion in the field, (2) prior preparation of studerits, (3)
nature of the interactions among student's, (4) grading
criteria, (5) amount of credit and (6) adaptations for in-

dividual students. Further experience will demonstrate
the extent to which a student can find a substitute for
face-to-face cortact with a teacher by interacting with

other individuals' .whose professions, opinions and
values are relevant to the student's educational objec-

tives.

Meeting the
Changing Needs
of Students

With the. exception of a few schoOls, the aeneral
academit, attitude toward that learning 0o:Julation nt w
identified as "the new student" has_ for years been a
negative-passive -one. The education of these students

(the adults, over twenty-five, the slow learners, the

under-prepared, the culturally and educationally
deprived, the minorities, tte handicapped, the high
school dropouts, and the part-time adult learners)
Presents a somewhat disturbing challenge to teachers

and institutions accustomed to selecting their students
from the top. Their concept of academic aptitude has

. been rather narrowly defined since test-taking
brightnes's is only one factor in stuaent success; their
interests, aspirations and values are equally important.

factors.
This section will illustrate three changes being made

in postsecondary education in adapting to the wider
range of aptitudes and interests that students- bring to

class.

Individual Attention
"Starting where the , students are", ,requires in-

dividualized instruction: developmental work for some

and accelerated work for others. Higher education is

'lore familiar with the latter. Students, for example, are

given the opportunity 'to "test out" of the introductory
course and move into advanced work if they meet

preset standards of proficiency. In comast, many
students lack entry skills for college work. Burlington..
bounty College' has found "pre-college" or
developmental courses in writing skills, basic
mathematics, and reading to be a necessary addition to
the curriculum. Through a comprehensive program of

entry testing, student weaknesses are diagnosed and
those needing' help ;are assigned to the developmental

courses. Faculty reimbursement and promotion for

teaching these cotirses are considered on an equal

basis with 'regular college offerings.

Ball State University's Academic Opportunity
Program useS ah appr6ach which integrates in-

stitutional goals, thudent needs and facultif expertise.
The program utili;es the existing academic programs

and plaaes responsibility for quality instructiori in the

established depakments. The-intensive preassessment /

program profileOhe goals and the competencies of

students arid thede are reassessed at the end of the frst

year. Close to .1,000 students participate under the
4direction Of 42 full-time teachers in 21 departments
across the University. Students also enroll in regular,
courses, thus permitting students,and faculty to acquire

University rathey' than "special program" identity,
Unfortunately', developmental work has not generally

been a rewarding Activity; furthermore, few teachers

have personal educational memories corresponding to

the egperiencej of the confused student coming in for

guidance or "extra help." Even so, at one time or
another, most istudents appreciate a sympathetic ea ,
someone with whom they can talk about their

frustraqons, anxieties, or'disappointments as well as

their L.3piratio6s: They. need to affirm what is first and

what is second or third in their personal and educational
scales of values. A student may seek out a particular
teapher as one of the few adults in the campus environ-
ment whose /judgment is respected and whose con-
fidence is trusted. Thus, from time to time, nearly every
teacher is cast in the counselor rolea resPonsibility
not to be taken ligltly. The teacher's success in helping

the slower learner or the student with a probleM is a

revealing measure of competence as a member of the

faculty and jshould be so counted in the merit evalua-

tion: I

Adult/Continuing Education
Profes,nal schools such as medicine, dentistry,

law, engineering.and education have offered continuing
education programs for some time but the "students" in.

these fields are only a tiny frc.ction of the larger popula-

tion of adults who, for one'reason or another, seek to

continue the learning process:The faculty Must assest

the curricular modifications necessary to meet the

educational goals of mature adults and provide a
climate of instructiOn appropriate to these students.

College teachers face" an interesting\and challenging
opportunity to serve the education purposes.. of

"young folks" as well as "old folks." The olloking ex-

amples represent three levels of ihstitutiona adaptation
to the heeds of the adult learner.

The Office of Continuing 'Education ,an Public

Service at the University of Illinois has estaPlish`ed the

3
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Inquiry Center and offers info .o "all adults look-
ing for ways to better themseivt.." MOre specifically,
the Center _provides information about educationalr\
career and leisure-time placining; credit for experience
gained outside the classrdom; and occupational re-
quirementsentry standards, -licensing and salary
ranges for a variety ot careers. .

Kansas State University has encouraged the faculty
to promote classes for adults and to take these clasps
to adults by granting additional faculty positions in
departments whiCh have developed such programs.
These positions are above and beyond the quotas earn-
ed with on..campus credit hours.

Burlington's population of part-time students attends
college on a day and/or evening basis. A variety of
courses are offered at the local military base (Ft. Dix) for
men and w .men who are about to complete military
service and who may want to pursue additional college
work. Burlington has also taken its ed ucational
programs into area prisons, including the establement
of library and media _facilities.

Caraer Orientation
The literature is loaded these days with think pieces

on the statbs and future of, liberal arts education. How
do we teach our students to discriminate between trivial
matters and iniportant-issues? How do we motivate and
prepare them to do something about these problems
after they leave the carripus? In addition, students and
their parents expectlhat the tremendous investment in

fchr-year liberal arts education migh also serve the

career advantage of students. Whether liberal arts
teachers move cautiouSly or with vigor wilh respect to
"nareer orientation" depends on how these adaptations
al L. Valued by the home institution. ,

Earlham College is, planning;i:Se.ries of senior-year
serninars which will serve to iriggiate the,students'
liberal arta' education and point toward the use of this
education after graduation. At Bucknell University, a
program of Freshman Advisor Seminars introduces
students to-at least two of the disciplines and tlo modes
of inquiry. Planning for the use of one's talents through
choice of a major and eventually a career is one of the
Major goals of these seminars.

New Resources
for Teaching

The two preceding sections illustrate the crucial role
of the fadulty in maintainingothe control of quality in a
period of curricular expansion and in adapting
educational programs to a more diverse student body.
The in-classroom procedures of teaching are also
changing. Here, the teacher is the most important single
component and five examples Will illustrate how
teachers elevate the importance of their craft by modify-
ing and extending the resources for insiruction.

TechnolOgy
We started with slates, blackboards and then added

liooks, but an impressive array of new technological
resources is now available to aid the 'tt acher and the
student. "Technology" in education may refer to both
devices (e.g., casSettes)and procedures (e.g., aptitude.

't

`:.

tests, PSI), but in practice, mos; attention is given to the
instructional usc of mechanical and electronic equip-
ment. Automation can place a vast world of knowledge
quite literally at the fingertips of the student. Direction
from the teacher is imperative and the job is a demand-
ing one. The teacher .must not default the educational
uses of technology to those less able to define what
stridents should learn and to .decide the means of
achieving these ends. a .*

The on-line computer systerri at Bucknell is availnle
to undergraduates 20 hours a day for six days a week.
Students use the system by the hundreds in conjunaiorf
with courses in all divisions of the University. Computer
literacy is expected by the faculty for about half the total
student body. This trend is undoubtedly becoming
stronger 'by the year throughout higher education but
faculty participation is a necessary precondition.

The insatiable appetite of teChnological aids for
worthwhile content material cannot often be satisified by
purchases fFem commercial sources. To use 'th's
resoucce fuily, college teachers must expand their usual
contribution of reference books, textbooks and syllabi
to include tlie production of instructional material for
slides, films, videotapes and computer programs. So
far, unfortunately, authorship of content material by

,.faculty has been limited, even meager. Teachers quite
justifiably feel that they cannot afford the time and

_energy needed to-make intelligent use of technologinal
devices in their classrooms until academia responds to
these effOrts with the same promotions, salary iricreases
and esteem that go to research,, publication and
nhariSmatic classroom performance
The Residence.Hall/Classroom Interaction "

The college dornlitory. used to be a large hotel with.
small rooms guarded by deans of men and deans of
women and supervised by counselors serving "in loco
parentis." Thday, however, students live in an environ-
ment more compatible with the values of personal
fu:edorrt avrresponsibility. Some of these changes are
educationally quite significantlassrooms and living
areas, traditionally separate, are being integrated by
.bringing academiOinquiry and study closer to the realm

of the students' social, personal lives.
A number of universities have established residential

cluster colleges to reduce the impersonality of large
classes and to make programs more adaptable.
Residential programs seek to retain the advantages of

the two academic worldsthe multitude of resources of
a large university and the close accorctamon teachers
and students of a cohesive community. The 14-year otd
Piiot Program "at The University of Michigan (Hatch,
1972' and Ball State's Carmichael Residential Instruc-
tion Program are good examples of relatively low-cost
arrangements. for providing a curricular common
ground for first-year students within the larger residence

As a small residential college, Earlham also offers
Living-Learning courses. .The classes are held,,in the
residence *hall and the teacher doubles as the students'
academic advisor. Similarly, Bucknell and Ohio
Wesleyan have dormitory-based "centers" where
students can explore, for example, intercultural themes.
The success of these living-learning programsin large
schools or smallillustrate the extended contribution of
the faculty beyond the traditional classroom.
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Cross-Disciplinary °$tudies
Overly rigid departmental boundaries are deterrents

to educational reform. College facUlties give lip service
to inte.rdisciplinary studies, but teachers of survey
courses, joint program offerings or problem-oriented
studies run th,i,risk of losing the support of their home
department //or the recognition of Hie nationa
pForessional/organization: Special curricular areas such
as black stUdies, woMen's studies and "future worlds"
May becOle wea4iened if teachers in these fields are, in

fact, penalized in the institutional competition with
colleagVes Who remain comfortably fixed within the
tradition of a discipline-oriented department. Each of

the ND- Ill schools can offer interesting exambies of
cross:disciplinary studies: Some of these ar3 token
offerings. Others elicit deep invOlvement by the faculty
as they analyze the valueg within and between fields..
They go much farther than simply presenting a se-
)9ence cf attractive academic headlines.

individuaied lostruction
/ At least one teacherin ancient Athens enjoyed small

/ classes and developed the prototype of individualized
instruction. Although Socrates was denied tenure, the
primary task of the teacher, in that day and thig, is to. set

/ the stage for individual thinking and to support its direc-
tion and redirection. Since the small-grouP discussion
serves this purpose weiT, it is undoubtedly a teaching.
method .with a long-term future. Teachers who can
foster a productive group discussion deserve special'
recognition from peers and.the inptitution.

the quality dimensions of an educationaf .program.
Thus, the standards of the teacher as to what signifies
"excellent" performance are, perhaps., the most signifi-.
cant meals by which a teacher shapes the çdemic
values of a college. How a teacher evaluates stu nts is

an especially valid measure of professional om-

petence.
Since grades are so important to students (and to the

acaderriit system in general), changes in grading prac-
tices influence the r')eceding process .of studying and
teaching..Note, for example, the dramatic changes that...,
occur when a course, a department or a college as a
Mole shifts to a "competency-based" system of

evaluatiOn. In a less comOehenaive mode, Marcy

teachergN are simply'grading by "cogtract."
In contract grading specified levels of final achieve-

mentjare set.forth at the start of theterm;.the course is
completed and the grade is set when a given standard
is met. Grading by contract requires considerk6le plan-
ning on the rartscf the teacher. The specific 6bals and
the sequence Of topics for the course must be clearly
stated. Another rbardr task is preparing the mastery

criteria. By what manner aof testing, questioning,
problem soMng, project planning, paper writing and
reference citinb, etc_might a student demonstrate-the
knowledge and skills that make educationalatigood
sense?nThe difficult task of evaluation that teachers ex-
perience generally is brought into sharp relief when
grading by contract. -

The .most widely: known new development in in- Credit Viere
dividualized instruction is the Keller_Plan or Per-
sonalized System of' Instr,Iction (PSI). Similar patterfi§
are ,in operation at different schools: contract teaching,
mastery learning, competency-oriented instruction,'
audio-tutorial instruction and modular instruction.
Paradoxically, "self-paced supervised study" is, in

some..respects; a strongIV teacher-centered arrange-
ment, since the teache:r defines the objectiyes, prepares
the stUdy guide and establishes the r:riteria for mastery.
It demands a heavy commitment from the teacher to
update and improve the study guides, prepare valid
mastery tests:enhance the contributions of proctors;
and procure supplemental instructional resources.

Burlington has developed e number of self-paced in-
structional.arrangements and it is interesting to note that
the College, which serves over 4,000 full-time
equivalent students, has only six classrooms and two
large-group facilities on its main campus. This is possi-
ble because of its significant commitment to the self-
inseructional arrangement: All taguity.members develop
behavioral objectives arid appropriate mastery tests for
-their courses. The objectives, an outline of learoing ac--
tMties and assignments, and other information are
compiled into a "learning packet,"'which is provided to

.
each student at the start of the semester. Faculty
adherence to the mastery learning model is made clear
in the hiring process and is emphasized in annual
evaluations and proenbtions.

Grading
The transcript of course credits and grades is the

accepted currency for the exchange of information'
about levels of performance achieved by students. It is

the 'collective mechanism bY which the faculty defines

5

credit is Due.
Most schools have better mechanisms for vetoing

proposals for educational change than for implement-
ing these reforms. Resistance to change is uhderstand-
able when one sees "innovative" fads and fancies that
do little ,more than jazz url the educational package.
Nevertheless, a coilege cannot always stand pat; 4 must

constantly assess the long-term value of.curricular sub-
stance and the conditions within which students learn
and develop as persons.

Whet changes are worthwhile? Each school must,
give its own answer and th report, has summarized
some of the changes that -se m to beworking out-quite--
well at various institutions. achers are important for
implementing these improvem ts. As this report has
tried to shoW, teaching involves ch m.:.%re.than lec-
turing, discussing and testing. While these activities
dominate classroom affairs, teachers spend con-
siderably. more time planning, preparing, and making
improvements behind the classroom F cape- Walter
Cronkite, communicates well, but nr.t ..thout con-
siderable support from other reporters, ce..-.earchers and
writers. Teachers, however, ao most of the ..-,.-1ground
work themselves; one measure of good tecwhi-ig is the

quality of this "homework."
College professors. are intellectual leaders.. They ex-

ercise this function in the classroom as..they foster un-
derstanding of complex events, contribute to the solu-
tion of problems and speak out regarding the values in-12

portant for school and society. This leadership requires
that they iceep abreast of new developEnents in their
fields and. relate the knowledge to the problems and



issues of the complex society into which their students

will enter. ,
Thus, teachers' spend many hours planning and

preparing new curricular arrangements, modifying the
patterns of instruction in line with the changing interests

of their students, and finding waysio use new resources
for teaching. The institutional system must recognize
and reward facmIty member's who improve the con-
ditions for earning. predit must be given to teachers
whose critical analyses, constrUctive thinking' and-im-
plementation improve the context within which instruc-

tion occtrrs.
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